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Accelerated computation of the Physical Optics
approximation for near-field single- and double-

bounces backscattering
Christophe Bourlier, Gildas Kubické and Philippe Pouliguen

Abstract—This paper deals with the acceleration of the Phys-
ical Optics (PO) approximation for the backscattering computa-
tion in the near and far field, for both single-(SB) and double-
bounces (DB) PO contributions. It is based on physical argu-
ments, which allow us to apply either a closed-form expression
(rapid calculation) or a numerical double integration to evaluate
the scattered field from sub-surfaces of a given mesh. The use
of the closed-form expression is governed by two criteria, which
must be extended to the bistatic case and also to the double
bounce: the conventional Fraunhofer (related to the far-field
zone) criterion and the chord error (related to the surface
curvature) criterion. The proposed method is tested on a dihedral
geometry.

Index Terms—Physical optics (PO), Radar cross section, high-
frequency methods, fast algorithm

I. INTRODUCTION

FOr more clarity, the following acronyms are defined:
• DB: Double Bounce.
• IPO: Iterative Physical Optics.
• PO: Physical Optics.
• PO1: Physical Optics at the first order (contribution of

the SB).
• PO2: Physical Optics at the second order (contribution of

the DB).
• RCS: Radar Cross Section.
• SB: Single Bounce.
• SC: Scattering Coefficient.
• SD: Sub-surfaces Decomposition.
In the low- and intermediate-frequency regimes, exact nu-

merical methods, such as the method of moments (MoM) [1],
can be used for solving the problem of scattering from a target.
At very high frequencies, such methods become unattractive
due to their high computational complexity. Fortunately, for
such frequencies, asymptotic techniques, such as the ray-based
[2] and PO-based methods, become applicable for structures
with radii of curvature large compared to the wavelength.
The ray methods provide a phenomenological solution, cast in
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terms of reflected and diffracted ray contributions, but suffer
from high sensitivity to geometrical details and occasional
failures.

Using the PO approximation for general (non convex)
geometries, in order to capture the relevant scattering mecha-
nisms, one may describe the solution as a series of contribu-
tions, each generated by its respective term in a series of source
distributions on the scatterer’s surface, named “bounces”. The
first term in the series, the “single bounce” contribution,
provides a sufficient description of the scattering mechanism,
asymptotically associated with the specular reflection, which
can be significant for convex geometries. For concave ge-
ometries, accurate computation of the scattered field requires,
in addition, to take into account at least the second-order
term in the series, the “double-bounce” contribution, which
asymptotically corresponds to two reflections on surfaces of
the scatterer. For particular geometries, like a dihedral, the DB
scattering can become the main contribution.

For some applications, the target can be close to the
transmitter/receiver and then the Fraunhofer criterion is not
satisfied, which means that the scattered field must be com-
puted in the near field. The computation of the multi-bounce
contributions involves multiple surface integrations. For in-
stance, for the calculation of the SB contribution, two fold-
integrations are required, whereas for the DB contribution, four
fold-integrations are required. These integrations dominate
the computational complexity of the entire PO solution and
become a computational bottleneck for large scatterers.

For canonical geometries, the calculation of the SB integral
can be done analytically [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8] by introduc-
ing special functions, especially in the near field and for com-
plex shapes. For complex geometries, numerical techniques
have also been developed [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15]
to evaluate the SB integral, especially for different excitations
[11], [12] (see also [16] for a complete review of this method).
For the calculation of the DB integral, it is impossible to
derive closed-form expressions even for canonical geometries,
without the introduction of simplifying assumptions [17], [18],
[19], [20], [21], [22] (like the geometric optics approximation
or by expanding the kernel into a Taylor series expansion). For
any geometry, to overcome this issue, the multilevel physical
optics (MLPO) [16] has been developed both in the near and
far fields, for which the time saving is mainly obtained from
the treatment of multiple source positions/angles/frequencies.
Other accelerations of PO were proposed in the context of
open-ended cavities with the Iterative Physical Optics (IPO)
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method [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28].
This paper addresses the general issue of the acceleration

of the calculation of the SB and DB contributions, both in
the near and far field, in the backscattering direction by
developing the sub-surfaces decomposition physical optics
“PO+SD” method. It consists in applying either a closed-
form expression (rapid calculation) or a numerical double
integration to evaluate the scattered field from sub-surfaces of
a given mesh. This idea has been tested in [10]. The starting
point of this algorithm is similar to that of MLPO, which also
decomposes the structure into sub-surfaces, but it is different
for the calculations of the fields scattered by the sub-surfaces.
To apply the closed-form expression, two criteria must be
satisfied. The first one corresponds to the Fraunhofer criterion,
which gives the distance r0, from which, both the transmitter
(which can be a sub-surface) and the receiver (which can be
a sub-surface) can be considered to be in the far field. For the
monostatic case, this distance is often defined by r0 ≥ 4d2/λ0,
in which d is the largest dimension of the sub-surface and λ0,
the electromagnetic wavelength. In this paper, the distance r0
is derived rigorously for the bistatic case and extended to the
monostatic case for the DB. The second criterion is related
to the curvature of the sub-surface. The use of a closed-
form expression of the scattered field, without introducing
special functions, implies that the curvature of the sub-surface
can be neglected. This leads to the derivation of the “chord
error” criterion for the bistatic case and its extension to the
monostatic case for the DB.

This paper is organized as follows. Using the PO method,
Section II derives the bistatic scattering coefficient (the RCS is
obtained from the SC by taking its square modulus) for the SB
and DB and simplifies them for the monostatic case. In Section
III, method “PO+SD” is presented, in which the two criteria
are derived for the SB and DB and the resulting monostatic
SC is derived. Section IV presents numerical results of the
monostatic SC and the time saving. The last section gives
concluding remarks.

The time convention e−jωt is used throughout this paper.

II. SCATTERING COEFFICIENT COMPUTED BY THE
PHYSICAL OPTICS IN NEAR FIELD

A. Bistatic case

In the near field, Pouliguen et al. [3] showed that the PO-
scattered magnetic field of the SB is expressed as (for a
perfectly-conducting scatterer)

Hs = − j

λ0

∫∫
SI

G(rs) [n̂ ∧Hi] ∧ r̂s
ejk0rs

rs
dS, (1)

where

G(r) = 1 +
j

k0r
. (2)

Here (see Fig. 1)
• λ0 (k0 = 2π/λ0) is the electromagnetic wavelength in

free space.
• rs = r−Rs, where −rs is the observation point defined

from the point M on the surface of the scatterer.

Fig. 1. Geometry for the single bounce case (PO1).

• The vector Rs = (xs, ys, zs) stands for the location of
the receiver.

• n̂ = n̂(r) is the normal to the surface S at the point M
of coordinates r = (x, y, z).

• Hi = Hi(r) is the incident magnetic field on the
surface.

• SI is the portion of the surface illuminated by the incident
wave. The points of the surface are illuminated if r̂i ·n̂ <
0, where r̂i stands for the direction of the incident wave.

• The boldface stands for a vector and the hat ˆ indicates
that the vector is unitary (û = u/ ‖u‖).

As shown in Fig. 2, the scattered magnetic field at the
second order of the DB, Hs,12, resulting from the scattering
from scatterer 2 illuminated by scatterer 1, is obtained from
Eq. (1), in which the incident magnetic field Hi is substituted
for Hs,1, the magnetic field scattered by object 1. This leads
to

Hs,12 = − 1

λ20

∫∫∫∫
SI1,SI2

G(r12)G(rs,2)ejk0(r12+rs,2)

r12rs,2

× n̂2 ∧ [(n̂1 ∧Hi,1) ∧ r̂12] ∧ r̂s,2dS1dS2, (3)

where n̂1 = n̂(r1), n̂2 = n̂(r2), Hi,1 = Hi(r1), r12 =
r2 − r1 and rs,2 the observation point on the surface defined
from scatterer 2. The subscripts “1” and “2” are added to
distinguish the scatterers 1 and 2. The points of the surface
S2 are illuminated (corresponding to the surface SI2) from S1

if r̂12 · n̂2 < 0.
The incident magnetic field can be expressed as

Hi(r) =
Vi
Z0

ejk0r

r
p̂i, (4)

where Vi is the voltage source, Z0 the wave impedance in free
space and p̂i the polarization state of the transmitter, which
can be either vertical (v̂i) or horizontal (ĥi).
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Fig. 2. Geometry to calculate the scattered field from PO2 (double bounce).

In addition, in the near field, the bistatic SC (the RCS is
obtained from the SC by taking its square modulus) can be
defined as [3]

ρpips = 2
√
πRiRsZ0

Hs · p̂s
Vi

, (5)

where {Ri,s} are the distances from the transmitter and the
receiver, respectively, to the origin O, and p̂s is the polarization
state of the receiver, which can be either vertical (v̂s) or
horizontal (ĥs). The vectors are defined by ĥi,s = r̂i,s ∧
ẑ/ ‖r̂i,s ∧ ẑ‖, where ẑ = (0, 0, 1) and v̂i,s = ĥi,s ∧ r̂i,s.

Then, the substitution of Eqs. (4) and (1) into Eq. (5) leads
to

ρpips =
2
√
π

jλ0

∫∫
SI

[(n̂ ∧ p̂i) ∧ r̂s] · p̂s

× G(rs)RiRs
rirs

ejk0(ri+rs)dS, (6)

where ri = r −Ri, in which Ri = (xi, yi, zi) stands for the
location of the transmitter.

The bistatic SC of the DB is derived from the substitution
of Eqs. (4) and (3) into Eq. (5) (in which Hs = Hs,12, Ri =
Ri,1 and Rs = Rs,2), leading to

ρpips,12 = −2
√
π

λ20

∫∫∫∫
S1I ,S2I

Ri,1Rs,2G(r12)G(rs,2)

ri,1r12rs,2

× ejk0(ri,1+r12+rs,2)

×
{
n̂2 ∧

[(
n̂1 ∧ p̂i,1

)
∧ r̂12

]
∧ r̂s,2

}
· p̂s,2dS1dS2.

(7)

Eqs. (6) and (7) are valid if the following conditions are
satisfied:
• To apply the PO approximation, the radii of curvature of

the two surfaces are much larger than the wavelength λ0.
• For the definition of the SC, the electromagnetic field

radiated by the antenna has a spherical wave structure.
• For the definition of the SC, the scattered electromagnetic

wave field has a spherical wave structure, locally plane
on the receiving antenna.

In conclusion, the total SC up to the second order is obtained
from four sub-SCs

ρpips,tot = ρpips,1 + ρpips,2 + ρpips,12 + ρpips,21, (8)

where
• ρpips,1 stands for the SC of scatterer 1 assumed to be

alone (obtained from Eq. (6) by adding the subscript 1).
• ρpips,2 stands for the SC of scatterer 2 assumed to be

alone (obtained from Eq. (6) by adding the subscript 2).
• ρpips,12 stands for the SC of scatterer 2 illuminated by

scatterer 1.
• ρpips,21 stands for the SC of scatterer 1 illuminated by

scatterer 2.

B. Monostatic case

For a monostatic configuration, rs = ri, Eq. (6) leads to

ρpips =
2
√
π

jλ0

∫∫
SI

(r̂i · n̂) p̂iG(ri)e
j2k0riR2

i

r2i
dS, (9)

where (n̂ ∧ p̂i) ∧ r̂i = (r̂i · n̂) p̂i − (r̂i · p̂i) n̂ = (r̂i · n̂) p̂i.
In addition, (ri,1, rs,2) involved in Eq. (7) becomes

(ri,2, rs,1) for ρpips,21, in which rs,2 = ri,2 and rs,1 = ri,1.
Then

ρpips,12 + ρpips,21 = −2
√
π

λ20

∫∫∫∫
S1I ,S2I

dS1dS2

Ri,1Ri,2G(r12)Gpips
ri,1r12ri,2

ejk0(ri,1+r12+ri,2), (10)

where

Gpips = G(ri,2)
{
n̂2 ∧

[(
n̂1 ∧ p̂i,1

)
∧ r̂12

]
∧ r̂i,2

}
· p̂i,2

− G(ri,1)
{
n̂1 ∧

[(
n̂2 ∧ p̂i,2

)
∧ r̂12

]
∧ r̂i,1

}
· p̂i,1.

(11)

To accelerate the computations of integrals (9) and (10), the
surface decomposition method is presented in the next section.

III. EVALUATION OF SUB-SURFACES CONTRIBUTIONS

This method consists in applying either a closed-form ex-
pression (rapid calculation) or a numerical double integration
(done from a conventional trapezoidal rule) to evaluate the
scattered field from the sub-surfaces {Sn} of a given mesh.
The closed-form expression is valid if the bistatic Fraunhofer
and chord error criteria are both satisfied. They are derived
thereafter for the single and double bounces.

A. Bistatic Fraunhofer and chord error criteria

From Fig. 1, one has ri = r′i+δ. If δ = ‖δ‖ � r′i = ‖r′i‖,
then a Taylor series expansion up to the second order over δ
and around zero leads to

ri ≈ r′i + δ cosφ′i +
δ2

2r′i
sin2 φ′i, (12)

where φ′i = (δ̂, r′i). The δ term is related to the local behavior
of a plane wave, whereas δ2 is related to the local behavior
of a spherical wave. The Fraunhofer criterion is obtained
from Eq. (12) by neglecting the δ2 term. In other words, this
approximation is satisfied if δ2 sin2 φ′i/(2r

′
i) does not exceed
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λ0/n0 (typically n0 is an integer ranging from 8 to 16) where
λ0 is the radar wavelength. This leads for k0(ri + rs), to

δ2

2

(
sin2 φ′i
r′i

+
sin2 φ′s
r′s

)
≤ λ0
n0
. (13)

The maximum value of δ, named ∆, equals

∆ = max
(√

(x− x′)2 + (y − y′)2 + (z − z′)2
)

≈
√
d′2 + d′2 + d′2(γ′2x + γ′2y )

≈ |d′|
√

2 + γ′2x + γ′2y , (14)

where d′ is the radius of the circle circumscribing the sub-
surface and z′ − z is expressed from Eq. (17). Then, the sub-
surface can be considered to be in far field if

r′is ≥
n0∆2

4λ0
,

1

r′is
=

1

2

(
sin2 φ′i
r′i

+
sin2 φ′s
r′s

)
. (15)

In other words, condition (15) is satisfied if the arithmetic
mean of the curvature radii weighted by sin2 φ′i,s of the
incident and scattered wave is smaller than 4λ0/(n0∆2).

For a monostatic configuration, r′s = r′i and φ′s = φ′i, which
leads to r′i ≥ n0∆2 sin2 φ′i/(4λ0). For n0 = 16 and sinφ′i =
1, the conventional Fraunhofer criterion (for RCS application)
is retrieved, r′i ≥ 4∆2/λ0 ≈ 8d′2/λ0.

If criterion (15) is satisfied, from Eq. (12), ri ≈ r′i+δ cosφ′i
and

ri ≈ r′i + (x− x′)r̂′ix + (y − y′)r̂′iy + (z − z′)r̂′iz, (16)

where r′i = r′i(r̂
′
ix, r̂

′
iy, r̂

′
iz) and the point O′ has coordinates

(x′, y′, z′).
To obtain a closed-form expression of the double integral

over x and y, the term z − z′ is expanded as

z − z′ ≈ (x− x′)γ′x + (y − y′)γ′y, (17)

where γ′x = ∂z/∂x|x=x′,y=y′ and γ′y = ∂z/∂y|x=x′,y=y′ .
Using the same way as for criterion (13), expansion (17) is
valid if

|r̂′iz + r̂′sz|F ′is <
λ0
n0
, (18)

where

F ′is =

∣∣∣∣∣γ′xx(x− x′)2

2
+
γ′yy(y − y′)2

2
+ γ′xy(x− x′)(y − y′)

∣∣∣∣∣ ,
(19)

and γ′xx = ∂2z/∂x2|x=x′,y=y′ , γ′yy = ∂2z/∂y2|x=x′,y=y′ and
γ′xy = ∂2z/∂x∂y|x=x′,y=y′ .

Introducing d′, Eq. (18) becomes

|r̂′iz + r̂′sz| d′2
∣∣∣∣γ′xx2

+
γ′yy
2

+ γ′xy

∣∣∣∣ < λ0
n0
. (20)

Criterion (20) is commonly named the “chord error” crite-
rion.

As a conclusion, if criteria (13) and (20) are satisfied, from
Eqs. (16) and (17), the distance ri + rs − (r′i + r′s) = δ′is is
approximated by

δ′is = (x− x′) [r̂′ix + r̂′sx + γ′x(r̂′iz + r̂′sz)]

+ (y − y′)
[
r̂′iy + r̂′sy + γ′y(r̂′iz + r̂′sz)

]
. (21)

B. Resulting scattering coefficient and complexity of PO1

In Eq. (6), the kernel omitted of the phase term ejk0(ri+rs)

is approximated at the point O′(x′, y′, z′). Then, this term
becomes independent of the integration variables x and y. This
leads to

ρpips =
2
√
π

jλ0

N∑
n=1

[(
n̂′ ∧ p̂′i

)
∧ r̂′s

]
· p̂′s

G(r′s)RiRs
r′ir
′
s

× ejk0(r
′
i+r

′
s)

∫∫
S′
I

ejk0δ
′
isdS′, (22)

where the sum is done over all the sub-surfaces, which satisfy
criteria (13) and (20). The symbol prime indicates that the
variables are constant for a given sub-surface but depend on
the sub-surface n.

If the sub-surface has a rectangular shape of lengths l′x and
l′y with respect to the directions x and y, respectively, then∫∫

S′
I

ejk0δ
′
isdS′ = l′xl

′
ysinc

(
a′xl
′
x

2

)
sinc

(
a′yl
′
y

2

)
, (23)

where{
a′x = r̂′ix + r̂′sx + γ′x(r̂′iz + r̂′sz)
a′y = r̂′iy + r̂′sy + γ′y(r̂′iz + r̂′sz)

, sinc(x) = sin(x)/x.

(24)
The double integration is done analytically instead of nu-

merically and the resulting complexity is O(MxMy)ηPO1+SD,
where Mx and My are the numbers of the surface samples
with respect to the x and y directions, respectively and
ηPO1+SD ∈ [0; 1] is defined as

ηPO1+SD =
1

MxMy

N∑
n=1

Mn, (25)

where

Mn =

{
1 if Eqs. (13) and (20) are satisfied
else Mx,nMy,n

, (26)

where Mx,n and My,n are the numbers of the sub-surface
samples n with respect to the x and y directions, respectively.
If all the sub-surfaces do not satisfied the two criteria, then
ηPO1+SD = (

∑
nMx,nMy,n)/(MxMy) = 1, corresponding to

the complexity of the conventional PO1.

C. Resulting scattering coefficient and complexity of PO2

In this subsection, the formulation is extended to the double
bounce.

In Eq. (10), the distance ri,1+r12+ri,2 can be approximated
by

ri,1 + r12 + ri,2 ≈ r′i,1 + r′12 + r′i,2 + δ1(cosφ′i,1 − cosφ′1)

+ δ2(cosφ′i,2 + cosφ′2), (27)

where δ1 =
∥∥∥−−−→M ′1O

′
1

∥∥∥, δ2 =
∥∥∥−−−→M ′2O

′
2

∥∥∥, φ′i,1 = ( ̂δ1, r′i,1),

φ′i,2 = ( ̂δ2, r′i,2), φ′1 = ( ̂δ1, r′12) and φ′2 = ( ̂δ2, r′12), in

which r′12 =
−−−→
O′2O

′
1 and {O′1, O′2} are the origins of the sub-

surfaces of the scatterers 1 and 2, respectively. In addition,
r′12 = ‖r′12‖, r′i,1 =

∥∥∥−−−→O′1Pi

∥∥∥, r′i,2 =
∥∥∥−−−→O′2Pi

∥∥∥.
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For the phase k0(ri,1 + r12 + ri,2), Eq. (27) is valid if

∆2
1 sin2 φ′i,1

2r′i,1
+

∆2
2 sin2 φ′i,2

2r′i,2
+

(∆1 sinφ′1 −∆2 sinφ′2)2

2r′12
≤ λ0
n0
,

(28)
where ∆p = |d′i|

√
2 + γ′2p,x + γ′2p,y . In addition, γ′p,x =

∂zp/∂xp|xp=x′
p,yp=y

′
p
, γ′p,y = ∂zp/∂yp|xp=x′

p,yp=y
′
p

and d′p is
the radius of the circle circumscribing the prime sub-surface
of the scatterer p = {1, 2}. This corresponds to the monostatic
Fraunhofer criterion extended to the DB.

Using the same approach as for PO1, from Eq. (27), the
chord error criterion becomes∣∣(r̂′iz,1 − r̂′12z)d′21 F ′1 + (r̂′iz,2 + r̂′12z)d

′2
2 F
′
2

∣∣ ≤ λ0
n0
, (29)

where

F ′p =
γ′p,xx

2
+
γ′p,yy

2
+ γ′p,xy, (30)

and γ′p,xx = ∂2zp/∂x
2
p|xp=x′

p,yp=y
′
p
,

γ′p,yy = ∂2zp/∂y
2
p|xp=x′

p,yp=y
′
p

and γ′p,xy =

∂2zp/∂xp∂yp|xp=x′
p,yp=y

′
p
. In Eq. (29), the component

r̂z = r · ẑ/ ‖r‖.
In Eq. (10), the kernel omitted of the phase term equals

ejk0(ri,1+r12+ri,2), is approximated at the points O′1(x′1, y
′
1, z
′
1)

and O′2(x′2, y
′
2, z
′
2). Then, this term becomes independent of

the integration variables (x1, y1, x2, y2). This leads to

Eq. (10) = −2
√
π

λ20

N1∑
n1=1

N2∑
n2=1

Ri,1Ri,2G
′
pipsG(r′12)

r′i,1r
′
12r
′
i,2λ0

× ejk0(r
′
i,1+r

′
12+r

′
i,2)

∫∫∫∫
S′
1I
,S′

2I

ejk0δ
′
12dS′1dS

′
2, (31)

where

δ′12 =

p=2∑
p=1

(xp − x′p)ax,p + (yp − y′p)ay,p, (32)

in which
a′x,1 = r̂′ix,1 − r̂′12x + γ′x,1(r̂′iz,1 − r̂′12z)
a′y,1 = r̂′iy,1 − r̂′12y + γ′y,1(r̂′iz,1 − r̂′12z)
a′x,2 = r̂′ix,2 + r̂′12x + γ′x,2(r̂′iz,2 + r̂′12z)
a′y,2 = r̂′iy,2 + r̂′12y + γ′y,2(r̂′iz,2 + r̂′12z)

, (33)

where γ′x,p = ∂zp/∂xp|xp=x′
p,yp=y

′
p

and γ′y,p =
∂zp/∂yp|xp=x′

p,yp=y
′
p
.

In Eq. (31), the sums are done over all the sub-surfaces of
the scatterers p = {1, 2}, which satisfy criteria (28) and (29).
The symbol prime indicates that the variables are constant for
a given sub-surface but depend on the sub-surfaces n1 and n2.

If the sub-surface of the scatterer p has a rectangular shape
of area l′x,p× l′y,p, then the quadruple integrations can be done
analytically, leading to

p=2∏
p=1

l′x,pl
′
y,psinc

(
a′x,pl

′
x,p

2

)
sinc

(
a′y,pl

′
y,p

2

)
. (34)

The resulting complexity is
O(Mx,1My,1Mx,2My,2)ηPO2+SD, where Mx,p and My,p

are the numbers of samples on the surface p with respect to

the x and y directions, respectively, and ηPO2+SD ∈ [0; 1] is
defined by

ηPO2+SD =
1

Mx,1My,1Mx,2My,2

N1∑
n1=1

N2∑
n2=1

Mn1,n2
, (35)

where

Mn1,n2
=

{
1 if Eqs. (28) and (29) are satisfied
else Mx,n1

My,n1
Mx,n2

My,n2

, (36)

where Mx,ni and My,ni are the numbers of samples on the
sub-surface ni of the scatterer i with respect to the directions
x and y, respectively. If all the sub-surfaces dot not satisfied
the two criteria, then

∑
n1

∑
n2

= Mx,n1
My,n1

Mx,n2
My,n2

and ηPO2+SD = 1, corresponding to the complexity of the
conventional PO2.

For the DB and from Eq. (34), the integral is expressed
as the product of two SB identical functions with different
arguments related to sub-surfaces of the scatterers 1 and 2.

D. Numerical implementation

The main steps of the algorithm are :
1) Mesh the geometry.
2) Decompose the surface into sub-surfaces of rectangular

shapes. For a more general polygon shape (with the
condition that two adjacent sub-surfaces must remain
connected), the formula of Gordon [30] can be applied.

3) One loop on the number of sub-surfaces for PO1 and two
loops on the number of sub-surfaces of each scatterer.

4) Calculate the center coordinates and the circumscribed
radii of the sub-surfaces .

5) If the Fraunhofer and chord criteria are satisfied, then
the integration is analytical, else numerical.

6) Cumulated sum of the resulting contribution.
7) Stop the loop(s).

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Single bounce

First, the monostatic SC of the SB is computed from PO1.
The geometry is shown in Fig. 3: a corrugated surface

defined as

z(x, y) = a cos

(
2πx

Λx

)
cos

(
2πy

Λy

)
, (37)

where a is the amplitude and {Λx,Λy} the periods with respect
to the x and y directions, respectively. The surface area is
Lx × Ly and the wavelength equals λ0 = 3 cm (the Radar
frequency is f = 10 GHz).

In Fig. 3, a = λ0, Lx = Ly = 400λ0, Λx = Λy =
Lx/4 = 100λ0. The maximum values of the surface slopes are
γx,max = max(|∂z/∂x|) = 2πa/Λx = 0.0628 (a > 0) and
γy,max = max(|∂z/∂y|) = 2πa/Λy = 0.0628 with respect to
the x and y directions, respectively. These values are chosen
such as the multiple reflections on the surface can be neglected.
The sampling step with respect to the x and y directions,
respectively, is ∆x = ∆y = λ0/10 and Mx = My = 4001.
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.

Fig. 3. Geometry for the computation of the monostatic SC of the SB. At
the bottom, the full line is for x = 0 (left) and y = 0 (right). a = λ0 = 3
cm, Lx = Ly = 400λ0 and Λx = Λy = Lx/4 = 100λ0.

Fig. 4. Top: Square modulus ρ2 in dBm2 scale of the monostatic SC com-
puted from PO1 versus zi. Bottom: Difference in dB scale |ρPO1+SD|2 (dB)
- |ρPO1|2 (dB) (against PO1 without acceleration). l′x = l′y = (1, 2, 4)λ0,
n0 = 10 and the surface is depicted un Fig. 3.

In addition, the positions of the receiver/transmitter are xi =
yi = 0. zi ranges from 0.06 to 40, 000 m > 4(L2

x+L2
y)/λ0 =

38, 400 m, which is the conventional Fraunhofer distance.
At the top, Fig. 4 plots the square modulus |ρ|2 of the

monostatic SC versus zi. In addition, at the bottom, to better
see the differences, the ratio |ρPO1+SD/ρPO1|2 is plotted in dB
scale (becoming a difference). In the legend, the labels
• “PO1” means that the SC is computed from Eq. (9).
• “PO1+SD (l′x× l′y)” means that the SC is computed from

Eqs. (9) and (22) and n0 = 10.
In addition, the lengths l′x = l′y = {1, 2, 4}λ0 (Mx,n =
My,n = {10, 20, 40} ∀p and N = {4002, 2002, 1002}) are
constant versus zi. As zi increases, the difference between
SD+PO1 and PO1 decreases and does no exceed ±2 dB.

Fig. 5. Computing time ratio tPO1/tPO1+SD versus zi. l′x = l′y =
(1, 2, 4)λ0. The parameters are the same as in Fig. 4.

Fig. 6. Percentages of the sub-surfaces, which satisfy the Fraunhofer (C1,
Eq. (13)), the chord error (C2, Eq. (20)) and (C1 and C2) criteria, versus
zi. (lx, ly) = (2, 2)λ0.

Fig. 5 plots the computing time ratio tPO1/tPO1+SD ver-
sus zi. To explain the behaviours of the curves, for l′x =
l′y = 2λ0, Fig. 6 plots the percentages of the sub-surfaces
{pC1

, pC2
, pC1,2

}, which satisfies the Fraunhofer (C1, Eq.
(13)) and the chord error (C2, Eq. (20)) criteria, respectively,
versus zi. Fig. 7 plots the same variations as in Fig. 6, but
for l′x = l′y = 4λ0 and the y scale differs. As we can see
in Fig. 5, for l′x = l′y = {1, 2}λ0, the time saving increases
with zi since the Fraunhofer C1 criterion, pC1

, increases as
zi increases, whereas the chord error C2 criterion is always
satisfied (pC2 = 100% ∀zi). The same remark holds for
l′x = l′y = 1λ0 (not shown).

In addition, for small zi and l′x = l′y = 4λ0, the agreement
in Fig. 4 is better because most contributions of the sub-
surfaces are calculated without acceleration (comparison of
Fig. 6 with Fig. 7, where pC1,2

= {99.7, 95}% for zi near
zero, respectively).
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Fig. 7. Same variations as in Fig. 6, but for l′x = l′y = 4λ0 and the y scale
differs.

The computing time ratio tPO1/tPO1+SD is directly related to
the complexity. From Eq. (25), it is expressed as 1/ηPO1+SD.
For all the N sub-surfaces, if the two criteria are satisfied then
the time ratio is MxMy/N . For l′x = l′y = (1, 2)λ0, we obtain
{40012/4002, 40012/2002} ≈ {100, 400}. From Fig. 5, the
asymptotic values are nearly these values divided by 2.

Fig. 5 also shows that the choice of the lengths (l′x, l
′
y) must

be optimized with respect to ri, but cannot exceed an upper
limit obtained from the chord error criterion (20). Typically,
for a plane surface and for ri → ∞, the numbers (N, l′x, l

′
y)

tend to (1, Lx, Ly), but if the surface is strongly curved, these
asymptotic values cannot be reached.

Indeed, for l′x = l′y = 4λ0, Fig. 5 shows that the time
saving increases and next decreases. This behaviour is directly
related to Fig. 7. For zi close to 0, the criterion C1 is not fully
satisfied pC1

≈ 95%, whereas the criterion C2 is fully satisfied
pC2
≈ 100%. As zi increases, pC1

increases to tend toward
100%, whereas pC2

decreases and then pC1,2
decreases to tend

toward 55%. Then, there is an antagonist behaviour between
C1 and C2, which produces an optimized value, for which the
method is the most efficient.

From Eq. (20), for ri → ∞, r′iz → 1, the criterion
is then satisfied for the monostatic case if d = dmax =√
λ0/(2n0) max(γ′xx/2 + γ′yy/2 + γ′xy) ≈ 3.559λ0. This

value is consistent with Fig. 5.
At the top of Fig. 8, the percentages of the sub-surfaces,

which satisfy the Fraunhofer (C1, Eq. (13)) and the chord
error (C2, Eq. (20)) criteria, are plotted versus zi. In addition,
in the legend, the label “C10” means that in Eq. (13) sinφ′i =
sinφ′s = 1, which corresponds to the conventional Fraunhofer
criterion. At the bottom, the corresponding computing time
ratio tPO1/tPO1+SD is plotted versus zi.

If the conventional criterion C10 is applied instead of C1,
then for small values of zi, the percentage of sub-surfaces
satisfying C10 is smaller than that satisfying C1 because C10

is an upper limit of C1. Then, the resulting computing time is
approximately multiplied by two.

Fig. 8. Top: Percentages of the sub-surfaces, which satisfied the Fraunhofer
(C1, Eq. (13)) and the chord error (C2, Eq. (20)) criteria, versus zi. (lx, ly) =
(2, 2)λ0. Bottom: Corresponding computing time ratio tPO1/tPO1+SD versus
zi.

Fig. 9. Geometry for the computation of the monostatic SC of the DB. The
scatterer 1 is defined by y < 0 and the scatterer 2 by y ≥ 0.

B. Double bounce

In this subsection, the monostatic SC ρ of the DB is
computed from PO2

1) Case a = 0: To produce a DB, a dihedral composed of
two connected rectangular plates of same lengths (Lx, Ly) and
shown in Fig. 9, is considered. The scatterer 1 is defined by
y < 0 and the scatterer 2 by y ≥ 0. The lengths with respect
to the x and y directions are Lx = 20λ0 and Ly = 10

√
2λ0,

respectively, in which λ0 = 3 cm (the Radar frequency is f =
10 GHz). The angles between the y direction and the plates
are π/4 + π/2 and π/4, respectively. The sampling step with
respect to the x and y directions is ∆x = ∆y = λ0/10 and
(Mx,1,My,1,Mx,2,My,2) = (201, 101, 201, 101). In addition,
the positions of the receiver/transmitter are xi = yi = 0 and zi
ranges from 0.1 to 100 m > 4 max(2Ly cos(π/4), Lx)2/λ0 =
48 m, which is the conventional Fraunhofer distance.
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Fig. 10. Top: Square modulus |ρ|2 in dBm2 scale of the monostatic SC
computed from PO2 and PO1+PO2 (without acceleration) versus zi. Bottom:
Difference in dB scale |ρPO2+SD|2 (dB) - |ρPO2|2 (dB) (against PO2 without
acceleration). l′x,1 = l′y,1 = l′x,2 = l′y,2 = {0.5, 1}λ0 and n0 = 10.

Fig. 11. Computing time ratio tPO2/tPO2+SD versus zi.

A the top, Fig. 10 plots the square modulus (RCS) of the
monostatic SC, ρ, versus zi. In addition, at the bottom, to
better see the differences, the ratio |ρPO2+SD/ρPO2|2 is plotted
in dB scale (becoming a difference). In the legend, the labels

• “PO2” means that the SC is computed from Eq. (10).
• “PO2+SD (l′x,1 × l′y,1)” (l′x,1 = l′x,2, l

′
y,1 = l′y,2) means

that the SC is computed from Eqs. (9) and (22) and n0 =
10.

• “PO1+PO2” means that the SC is computed from Eqs.
(9) and (10).

• “MoM” means that the SC is computed from the full-
wave Method of Moments, for which the sampling step
is λ0/8.

The sub-surface lengths are l′x,1 = l′y,1 = l′x,2 = l′y,2 =
{0.5, 1}λ0 and are constant according to zi. In addition, the
numbers of the sub-surfaces samples of scatterers i = {1, 2}

are Mx,pi = My,pi = {5, 10} ∀(p, i) and the numbers of the
sub-surfaces of scatterers 1 and 2 are P1 = P2 = {800, 200}.

For small values of zi, Fig. 10 shows a good agreement
between PO2 and PO2+SD because, as shown in Fig. 11 (and
also Fig. 12 for (l′x,p, l

′
y,p) = (0.5, 0.5)λ0 (p = {1, 2})), most

of the sub-surface pair contributions are computed without
acceleration. Next, as zi increases, the difference increases
and in the Fraunhofer region, the opposite effect occurs and
the difference does not exceed 0.5 dB.

Fig. 10 also reveals that for small values of zi, the main
contribution is given from PO1, whereas the opposite effect
occurs for large values of zi. In addition, a satisfactory
agreement is obtained between the MoM and “PO1+PO2”
results, especially in far field. In near field, the difference can
be attributed to the fact that PO does not account for the edge
diffraction.

Fig. 11 plots the computing time ratio tPO2/tPO2+SD versus
zi. As expected, the time saving is significant for hight values
of zi and it is larger for l′x,1 = l′y,1 = l′x,2 = l′y,2 = l′x = λ0,
but the range over zi is larger for l′x = 0.5λ0.

Like PO1, to give an explanation, Fig. 12 plots the percent-
ages {pC1

, pC2
, pC1,2

} of the pairs of sub-surfaces (between
scatterers 1 and 2), which satisfy the Fraunhofer (C1, Eq. (28)),
the chord error (C2, Eq. (29)) and (C1 and C2) criteria, versus
zi. As expected, for a = 0, the chord error criterion is satisfied
for any zi (pC2 = 100%), whereas pC1 differs from 100% for
zi = 0, next decreases (it is not a monotonic function of zi)
and tends toward 100% for large values of zi. For l′x = λ0,
simulations not reported here, showed that pC1,2

has the same
behaviour as that computed for l′x = 0.5λ0 with the main
difference that the time saving is significant for a larger value
of zi. This explains the behaviours in Fig. 11.

The computing time ratio tPO2/tPO2+SD is directly related to
the complexity. From Eq. (35), it is expressed as 1/ηPO2+SD.
For all the N = N1N2 sub-surfaces, if the two criteria are
satisfied then the time ratio is Mx,1My,1Mx,2My,2/N . For
l′x = (0.5, 1)λ0, we obtain {(201 × 101)2/640, 000, (201 ×
101)2/40, 000} ≈ 104×{0.64, 10.3}. From Fig. 11, we obtain
{143, 290}, which is 4.5 and 35.5 times smaller that the
theoretical time savings. This difference can be attributed by
the fact that the codes are written in MatLab (not optimized
for the loops) and that many additional tests and auxiliary
variables are introduced for SD+PO2 method.

2) Case a 6= 0: Fig 13 plots the same geometry as in Fig.
9 but a = 0.5λ0 and the periods Λx = Lx and Λy = Ly/2.
Fig. 14 plots the same variations as in Fig. 10 but the object is
defined from Fig. 13 (a 6= 0). Fig. 15 plots the corresponding
computing time ratio tPO2/tPO2+SD versus zi. Fig. 16 plots the
same variations as in Fig. 12, but the object is defined from
Fig. 13 (a 6= 0).

The comparison of Fig. 14 with Fig. 10 shows that the RCS
computed from PO1+PO2 strongly differs and the difference
increases slightly in comparison to a = 0. Since a 6= 0, the
percentage of the sub-surface pairs pC2 associated to the chord
error criterion C2 can differ from 100%. For l′x = 0.5λ0,
simulations not reported here, showed that pC1,2

is nearly the
same as that plotted in Fig. 12 and that pC2

= 100% for any
zi. This explains why the time saving is nearly the same in
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Fig. 12. Percentage {pC1
, pC2

, pC1,2
} of the pairs of the sub-surfaces

(between the scatterers 1 and 2), which satisfy the Fraunhofer (C1, Eq.
(28)), the chord error (C2, Eq. (29)) and (C1 and C2) criteria, versus zi.
(l′x,p, l

′
y,p) = (0.5, 0.5)λ0 (p = {1, 2}).

Fig. 13. Same geometry as in Fig. 9 but a = 0.5λ0 and the periods Λx = Lx

and Λy = Ly/2.

Figs. 11 and 15.

For l′x = λ0, Fig. 16 shows that {pC1 , pC2 , pC1,2} strongly
differ from those plotted in Fig. 12. Firstly, pC2

has a similar
behaviour as that obtained from PO1 and depicted in Fig. 7:
it is a decreasing function of zi. In addition, since a 6= 0,
for small values of zi, pC2 is smaller than 100%, unlike in
Fig. 12. Secondly, pC1 is not a monotonic function and does
not tend toward 100% because sub-surface pairs are in near-
field independently of zi. The resulting percentage pC1,2

≤
(pC1

, pC2
) (by definition) and since pC1,2

6= pC1
or pC1,2

6=
pC2

, the sub-surface pairs that satisfy criteria C1 and C2 are
not the same. Indeed, C1 and C2 are independent. In far field,
from Fig. 16 a percentage of pC1,2 ≈ 1% is not enough to
have a significant time saving (tPO2/tPO2+SD ≈ 1.16 instead
of 147 for l′x = 0.5λ0) in Fig. 15.

Fig. 14. Same variations as in Fig. 10 but the object is defined from Fig.
13 (a 6= 0).

Fig. 15. Computing time ratio tPO2/tPO2+SD versus zi. The object is defined
from Fig. 13 (a 6= 0).

V. CONCLUSION

To accelerate the computation of the SB and DB
contributions of PO backscattering (in the near and far
fields), the SD is developed. It is based on two physical
criteria, the Fraunhofer and chord criteria, for which their
derivations are generalized in this paper. For the computation
of the SB contribution, the resulting algorithm PO1+SD
provides significant time savings in comparison to the direct
computation of the double integral. For the computation of
the DB contribution, PO2+SD method is also very efficient
in terms of time saving especially in far field, for which the
computing time can be reduced by a factor ranging from 100
to 300 in comparison to the conventional quadruple numerical
integrations.

For objects with more complex shapes, e.g, object with
self-shadowing, the visible function can be computed from
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Fig. 16. Same variations as in Fig. 12, but the object is defined from Fig.
13 (a 6= 0) and (l′x,p, l

′
y,p) = (1, 1)λ0 (p = {1, 2}).

ray-based techniques or similar algorithms. For any scattering
problem solved from the PO, it is important to underline
that the computation of the visible function is inherent to
the problem whatever the method used to accelerate the
PO. In addition, recently, A. Thomet et al. [29] showed that
the shadowing effect can be modeled by using the Physical
Optics shadow radiation. This avoids to calculate the visible
function from ray-tracing based algorithms which can be time
consuming.

The SD algorithm is highly parallelizable and can be
further accelerated if it is implemented on multi-cores or
GPU architectures. For PO1, all the integrals of the sub-
surfaces can be evaluated independently and then can be
parallelized. The RAM requirement depends on the choice
of the integration technique. From a simple trapezoidal rule,
this requirement is near zero. For PO2, all the integrals
between the sub-surfaces of the scatterers 1 and 2 can also be
evaluated independently and they can be parallelized. From
a simple trapezoidal rule, this memory requirement is near
zero. To sum up, only the fields on the sub-surfaces must be
stored and for a parallelized version of the code, the memory
requirement is proportional to the number of sub-surfaces.

The most restrictive criterion (chord error) is related to
the curvature of the surface. To overcome this issue, the
prospect of this paper is to incorporate the spherical structure
up to the second order (in Eq. (12), the term in δ2 would be
kept) of the incident wave into the calculation of the surface
integral. Then, as shown in [5], in Eqs. (23) and (34), the sinc
function is changed by the modified Fresnel integrals, but
simplifying assumptions must be introduced. Another means
is to extend the algorithm to multi levels, which consists in
dividing sub-surfaces into sub-sub-surfaces of smaller areas,
for which the two criteria become valid.
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